A binary system (G, •) is a loop if (i) (G, •) is closed, (ii) (G, ■) has an identity 1, (iii) x, y G G =» there exist unique u, v G G such that xu = y, vx = y.
A group is a loop; but a loop may not be a group. The difference lies on the Associative Law.
For x, y, z G G, we can write xy • z = (x ■ yz) (x,y,z) . (x,y,z) is called the associator of x, y, z. The subloop Ga, generated by all the associators of G, is called the associator subloop of G. If Ga = 1, then G is obviously a group and everything will be fine. On the other hand, if Ga is nontrivial, the loop may be so difficult that even the best genius will fight shy of it. It is therefore not inappropriate to call Ga the devil of G.
In contrast with this, we have the nucleus N of G. N C G and for any n G N, (n,x,y) = (x,n,y) = (x,y, n) = 1 for all x, y G G. Clearly N is a group. It helps us as a stepping stone to understand the loop G. It is therefore not inappropriate to call N the angel of G.
For an arbitrary loop G, nothing much can be said about the devil and the angel. If G is Moufang, i.e., xy ■ zx = (x • yz)x for all x,y,z G G, then they become beautiful: Theorem 1. If G is a Moufang loop, then N < G.
Proof. By [1, p. 114, Theorem 2.1] and by disassociativity of G.
We wish to investigate if the devil also possesses this property: Definition. Let (G, ■) be a loop. A(x,y,z) and B(x,y,z) are defined as:
Proof, (i) By (a), with x = h G H, (hy)z G H(yz) for all h G H. Therefore (Hy)z C H(yz) for all y, z G G. By (b), taking x = h G H, h(yz) G (Hy) • z for all h E H. Therefore H(yz) C (Hy) ■ z for all y, z G G. So (Hx)y = H(xy) for all x, y G G.
By (a), xy ■ z E iHx)iyz). But iHx)iyz) = A(x ■ yz). Hence ixy)z = hx ■ xiyz) for some hx E fl. Then
(ii) For each x E G, define the map o^ by iHy)ax = iHy) ■ x for all _v E G. It is easy to verify that ax is a permutation of the set of right cosets Hy, y E G.
For each x E G, define abyxa = ar Then for all x, y, z E G,
Therefore a <xz = a or iyz)a = >>aza for all >■, z E G. So a is a homomorphism of (G, •) into a permutation group, x E ker (a) <=> (Hy)x = Hy for all _y E G. Taking y E //, we have Ax = A or x E fl. So ker (a) C A. As G/ker(a) is a group, it can be seen easily that ker (a) contains A(x,y,z) and Bix,y,z) for all x, y, z E G. So ker (a) D A. Hence, A = ker (a).
Let A be another normal subloop of G such that G / S is a group. Then
ixS -yS)zS = [Aix,y,z)S ■ xS] ■ [yS ■ zS].
By cancellation, we have Aix,y,z) E A. Similarly Bix,y, z) E A. Thus A C S.
Corollary. Let G be a Moufang loop. Then Ga is the smallest normal subloop of G such that G/Ga is a group.
Proof. Let x, y, z E G. By [1, p. 124, Lemma 5.4 (5.13) and (5.16)], zRix,y) = zL{x~l,y~l) = ziz,y~l ,x~1)" . Similarly, we have z~l Rix,y) = z~xiz~x,y~l,x~])
. As Rix,y) is a pseudoautomorphism of G, z_l A^,^) = (zRix,y))~l. Thus zR(x,y) = (j-1,^-1,*"1)
• z. By [1, p. 124, Lemma 5.4, (5.13 ) and (5.16)], zA(jc,>-)_1 = zLiy'^x'1) = z(z,x^,^-1)"1.
Thus z-'AOcy)"1 = _z~liz-\xrl,y-l)~l. But z^'A^joO"1 = [zA(jc,^)_1]_1. Therefore zR(x,y)~x = iz~] ,x~l ,y~l)z.
By definition of Aix,y,z) and Bix,y,z), zRix,y) = Aiz,x,y) ■ z and zRix,y) = Biz,x,y) ■ z. Therefore Aiz,x,y) = (z_1,_y_1,x~{), Biz,x,y) = iz-\x-l,y-l).So A = {Aiz,x,y),Biz,x,y)\x,y,z E G> = (iz-\y-\x-l),iz-\x-\y-x)\x,y,z E G> = Ga. Thus AP,, = AP P and P" = P P for all x, y G G. So, a is a homomor- 
